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Claro School, 
Home & Go!

ClaroRead for Windows, 
Mac and Chrome.

Our iPhone, iPad and Android 
Apps: ClaroSpeak, ClaroPDF, Claro 
ScanPen, PhonemeReader.

Our online Web Apps: ClaroSpeak 
and Claro Cloud OCR will make 
any document readable.

Claro ScreenRuler will help with 
reading by tinting the screen and 
providing a reading toolbar.

Website Reader for your Online 
Learning Environment.

Install on any school computer or 
mobile device for students or staff.

Includes take-home rights: get the 
software for parents and carers.

Includes accredited free 
online training.

Free support by phone, 
email or online chat.

Claro Software helps young people read for longer with less visual stress 
and they can listen to text over and over again. Instead of using all their 
energy decoding single words, students can focus on the content. 

This makes it easier to identify key points and structure their work and 
when it comes to proof reading, there are tools to help with vocabulary, 
spelling and making sure that their writing refl ects their thoughts.

Claro Software helps pupils become confi dent independent learners

Claro Schools, Home & Go! 
is available through annual 
subscription to UK schools 
and includes all of the 
following for one simple 
annual payment:

What you getSupporting pupils

Exam boards take access issues very seriously these days. The commonest 
adjustment is extra time but, in the academic year 2018/19, some 95.970 
candidates had a computer reader. 

Text-to-speech helps those candidates who have problems with reading. 
Perhaps they fi nd it hard to follow lines of text or the print ‘jumps’ when 
they read large quantities of text or maybe they cannot concentrate on 
the printed word for long periods.

Exam support

Claro software is incredibly easy to use and very powerful.

ClaroRead Plus - WINNER - SEND Category
Teach Secondary Awards 2019

“Great for student independence during exams and as 
a normal way of working, offering better value for money 

than human readers. Good time saver; it takes time to 
set up but is worth the initial input. Very accessible.”

Natalie Packer
2019 Teach Secondary Awards Judge, associate 
consultant for nasen and author of The Perfect SENCO.


